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Abstract— In this paper, we present a new approach to
spatially self-organize a modular artificial skin in 3D space. We
were motivated by the demand to efficiently and automatically
acquire the position and orientation of a steadily growing
number of artificial skin sensor elements. Here, we combine
our 3D surface reconstruction algorithm for individual patches
of artificial skin, with a common active visual marker approach.
Light emitting diodes, built into every element of our modular
artificial skin, enable us to turn each reconstructed patch of skin
into an active 6 DoF visual marker. With the help of a calibrated
monocular camera, we can then estimate the homogeneous
transformations between multiple, at least partially visible skin
patches e.g. when distributed on the body of a robot. Our
approach allows to quickly combine distributed tactile and
visual coordinate systems into one homogeneous rigid body
representation. We demonstrate the robustness of our approach
by calibrating several patches mounted on a robot arm using
only a standard web-cam.
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Fig. 1. The figure depicts three patches, each one conformed by 7 multimodal artificial skin cells. The patches have been arbitrarily placed on a UR5 robotic arm (each patch in a different link). The surface of each patch is
individually 3D reconstructed, transformed into optical markers and visually
joined into a single homogeneous body representation. The local and visual
information is used to calibrate the pose of each patch with respect to a
global frame.

I. INTRODUCTION
1) Motivation & Related Work: As a biologically
inspired sensor [1] for whole-body[2], close-contact interaction [3], artificial skin for robots is receiving increasing
attention since the early 1980th [4]. Due to a magnitude
of technical challenges [5], involved with the deployment
of a high number of tactile elements on large and arbitrary
3D surfaces, whole-body tactile sensing is not yet solved.
One of these challenges is the effective spatial organization,
called skin calibration [6]. Although implicit models [7] or
reactive behaviors can achieve outstanding behavior, more
sophisticated control algorithms require the exact position
and orientation of each tactile sensor in the system. As said
in [8], a precise explicit model of the robotic body schema
would be most effective for existing processing and control
approaches. Manual calibration is still a very prominent
solution with a limited number of tactile sensors. Providing
6 DoF parameters for a high number of tactile sensors (up
to 5 M with human) would be error prone and cumbersome.
A variety of solutions is already available for the strongly
linked topic of robotic kinematic calibration [9][10][8]. In
contrast, there is little approaches for tactile calibration, with
most approaches still working in simulation only. With tactile
sensing, information distance between stimuli can be used to
group tactile sensors into topological maps [11]. Although
this approach practically works well for the 2D pixel arrangement in cameras [12], it fails to recover a tactile 2D surface
in 3D space, even in an optimal simulative environment [13].
Others utilize time consuming point probing approaches in
order to localize all tactile sensors. For example in [14],
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a simulated robot first learns its finger tip’s local Jacobian
and then probes all over its face, limiting this approach
to reachable body parts. Another simulative approach in
[15] takes advantage of an external known object instead,
making it applicable to the whole body. Similar authors
also presented a practical approach [16], which uses a force
torque sensor in the kinematic chain to localize the point of
activation on the skin. Coming back to existing kinematic
calibration approaches, we realized that most of them rely
on vision [8], e.g. utilizing 6 DoF optical markers [17]. A
problem with the visual calibration of artificial skin, are its
optically undetectable elements. Additionally, the small size
and high number of elements prevents the application of an
individual marker on each cell. Even if each cell had optically
unique features, their globally and locally unknown spatial
relationship would not allow to combine them into marker
pattern. In this paper, we provide a solution for a unique
identification of each cell, the generation of local visual
markers and their combination into a global reference.
This paper is in parts based on our own previous works.
We utilized the 2nd version [18] of our artificial skin
modules, first introduced in [19], and our 3D surface reconstruction of skin patches [20], initially inspired by [21].
This paper has been motivated by the lack of solutions to
quickly, automatically and accurately spatially calibrate skin
patches on a full size humanoid robot [22].
2) Contribution: Our paper demonstrates that the integration of light emitters into artificial skin has benefits
for the efficient spatial self-organization. In comparison to
point probing approaches, or even a manual calibration of
tactile sensors, our approach is significantly faster, more
precise and easy to apply. In comparison to existing optical

markers, e.g. for motion tracking, skin patch markers can
have arbitrary shape, be bent to conform to a surface and
partially occluded. Our new approach can handle an arbitrary
number of skin patches and tactile modules. In comparison
to our local skin patch 3D reconstruction algorithm, our
new approach can map displaced patches of skin into global
coordinates (see Fig. 1). Using only local information, all
patches would be placed at the same default origin and
orientation. With an external sensor, we can define the
position/orientation of each patch with respect to a global
frame. To our best knowledge, this is the first integration
of a precise visuo-spatial calibration routine for otherwise
optically in-discriminable tactile sensor elements.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first describe our modular artificial
skin system. We then explain the 3D shape reconstruction of
individual patches of artificial skin. Next, we describe how
every skin patch is turned into an active 6DoF visual marker.
Finally, we formulate how those markers help to build a
homogeneous full body representation. Our accompanying
video visually summarizes this approach.
A. Modular Artificial Skin

connect multiple body parts, e.g. across joints, or to only
cover specific areas of interest with less sensors. Launching
the skin, it automatically explores the network of connected
skin modules – it e.g. sets up routing pathways, distributes
unique identifiers (IDs) and elaborates the network neighbors
of each module.
B. 3D Skin Patch Reconstruction
Here, we summarize our 3D shape reconstruction algorithm for artificial skin patches as presented in detail in [20].
Algorithm 1 3D Reconstruction of multiple skin patches
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

detection of available modules, denoted as U
creation of a skin graph with (U) vertices
creation of directed port edges from neighbor list
deletion of non-direct edges e.g. across body parts
analysis of connected components = skin patches
sampling of gravity vectors in multiple poses (P)
estimation of edge rotations from gravity vectors
find origin with shortest accumulated path for every patch
default position and orientation of patch origins
update module orientations/positions along calculation paths
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Fig. 2. Electronics board of the modular artificial skin, featuring multiple
sensors (force, temperature, proximity and inertial) and a RGB-LED on the
front side. This LED is used to generate active visual markers on the skin
surface, in order to calibrate each sensor with respect to a global frame.

1) Skin Module: Fig. 2 shows the rigid electronic board
of our multi-modal, modular artificial skin. Each hexagon
features multiple sensor modalities on the front side, emulating human cues of touch. The back side provides power regulation, communication and processing infrastructure. We currently provide sensors for temperature, light touch/proximity,
normal force and vibration/acceleration. In this paper, we
specifically make use of the integrated RGB light emitting
diode (LED) and the 3-axis accelerometer. The location (and
orientation) of all sensors (and the LED) on a single module,
as well as its own size and shape, are know to our system.
2) Skin Patches: Skin patches are built by placing multiple skin modules next to each other into 3D printed elastomer
molds. Neighbors are then wired by their adjacent ports.
Power is routed passively and communication actively in a
cell-2-cell manner. Skin patches are, by definition, a closely
connected and located set of skin modules - they are physical
and network neighbors. Multiple patches can be connected
by wires between boundary ports, providing the option to

Fig. 3. The figure shows the relative position and orientation between
two sensor modules. The homogeneous transformation c T n , representing
these transformations, can be described as a rotation around the link point.
This homogeneous transformation is estimated using the information of the
gravity vector at different poses and the static, pre-defined connected link
port vectors c p⃗3,c and n p⃗2,n .

1) Neighbor Relationship: As our modular artificial
skin builds from a flexible connection of rigid elements,
rigid body transformations, featuring a rotation c Rn and a
translation c t⃗n , can describe the coordinates relation between
two neighboring elements n and c (see Fig. 3):
c

c

Tn = [

Rn
0

c⃗
tn

1

]

(1)

In a dense setting of our modular artificial skin, we can
further approximate the translation as a summation of the
extended (half the average gap) port vectors c p⃗lc ,c and n p⃗ln ,n ,
in common coordinates, at the link point in the gap:
c⃗
tn

= c p⃗lc ,c − c Rn ⋅ n p⃗ln ,n

(2)

We assume that the port vectors are known in unit coordinates – either provided manually as a template or estimated via information distances [13]. In parts, the presented
approach relies on constraints resulting from the dense
tessellation of a regular rigid element on a surface (e.g.
alignment, limited shift, no overlap, constrained rotations).

As our approach can be easily transfered to other commonly
utilized shapes (triangles, rectangles) and scales well with the
size of the element [20], we do not regard this as a limitation.
2) Skin Graph Representation: Given all local transformations c T n in a skin patch, the orientation and position of
every module u can be calculated, relative to a chosen origin
o, by a (short) kinematic chain across x other modules:
o

T u = o T x ⋅ ... ⋅ x T u

(3)

In order to automatically handle the transformations, we
apply graph algorithms. Here, we make use of the boost
graph library1 . Each skin module is represented by a vertex
in the graph, while a homogeneous relation between two
neighbors is an edge. Here, we initialize the graph with edges
from our network neighbor exploration algorithm, providing
a list of neighbors connected by communication ports. Since
only physically adjacent ports carry the desired information
(port vectors), connections made by long cables have to
be deleted. This can be done in multiple ways - e.g. with
algorithms detecting the placement on different body parts
[23], when relative rotations between neighbors are beyond
a set physical limit, when connections are made to the
PC interface, or when a module shows a large information
distance to its neighbors (e.g. visually). In order to identify
the skin patches, we first execute a connected components
algorithm on the whole skin graph, returning the number of
skin patches S and assigning every unit to a patch s. Next,
we search the unit with the shortest accumulated path for
every skin patch, with a Dijkstra shortest path algorithm,
and set it as origin os of the patch. As the positions w t⃗os
and orientations w Ros of the skin patch origins are not yet
defined (solution in this paper), we default them to:
w⃗
tos

= 0⃗ and w Ros = I, s ∈ {1, ..., S}

(4)

Starting from each origin os , we then propagate along the
shortest paths and update all relative unit orientations os Ru
and positions os t⃗u along the kinematic chain:
os

Rn = os Rc ⋅ c Rn
os ⃗
tn = os t⃗c + os Rc ⋅ c t⃗n

(5a)
(5b)

3) Relative Rotation Estimation: In this paper, we
estimate the relative rotation c Rn between two neighboring
modules based on gravity vector measurements c g⃗c (t) and
n
g⃗n (t) from their local accelerometers. This is possible as
the gravitational field is a reliable homogeneous field, and
the samples only differ by their relative rotation c Rn :
c

Rn ⋅ n g⃗n (t) = c g⃗c (t)

(6)

As described in [21], a single measurement set of the gravity
vectors is not sufficient to estimate the relative rotation. We
therefor combine a variable number P ≥ 2 of measurements
of the gravity vectors c g⃗c,p and n g⃗n,p in different poses p, to
gain the missing complementary information. Those poses
can be generated actively (e.g. by a robot) or passively (e.g.
1 Boost
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by an operator). If P ≥ 2 poses with differences in the gravity
vectors (excludes rotations around the gravity vector itself)
are provided, the estimation of c Rn is over-determined:
c

Rn n g⃗n,p = c g⃗c,p

(3 × P )

(7a)

(1)

(7b)

(3)

(7c)

c

det( Rn ) = 1
c

RTn

=

c

R−1
n

This equation can be solved by a constrained general solution
of the procrustes problem2 , finding a rotation matrix c Rn
that closely maps a variable set n N P ×3 of P gravity vectors
n
g⃗n,p to a variable set c C P ×3 of P gravity vectors c g⃗c,p . The
actual solution of the mapping is thus shifted to a singular
value decomposition of the two sample sets n N and c C:
c

Rn = nc U

nc Σ
nc U nc Σ nc V

′

T

⎛1
= ⎜0
⎝0

′
T
nc Σ nc V

(8a)

0
1
0

(8b)

0
⎞
0
⎟
det(nc U nc V T )⎠

= svd (n N T c C)

(8c)

We can now estimate the relative location and position of all
modules relative to their related skin patch origins os .
C. Skin Patch Visual Pose Estimation
In order to turn a skin patch into an absolute 6 DoF visual
marker and estimate its relative pose with respect to the
camera frame with a PnP algorithm, we have to provide a
set of (N ≥ 6) independent point correspondences between
the visual and 3D space.
Algorithm 2 Skin Patches Visual Pose Estimation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

calculate relative 3D LED positions for all skin patches
for localization of all (U) modules do
turn all LEDs off
capture background color frame (BCu )
turn single LED (u) on
capture foreground color frame (F Cu )
convert color images to gray scale (BGu and F Gu )
subtract background from foreground (Du )
blur difference frame (DBu )
threshold to binary image (Bu )
run constrained blob detector
check and memorize blob coordinates (v c⃗u )
end for
solvePnP for all skin patches with N ≥ 6 visible LEDs

1) Marker Generation: For the generation of known,
locatable visual features in 3D space, we make use of the
RGB-LED integrated into every of our tactile modules. As
explained in II-B, the position os t⃗u and orientation os Ru of
every module is known relative to its related patch origin
os . The allocation of modules to patches is known from
our connected components algorithm. Since all LEDs have
a static location (7.9, 0, 0)T in module coordinates, we can
directly calculate their feature positions os f⃗u :
os

f⃗u = os t⃗u + os Ru ⋅ (7.9, 0, 0)T

(9)

2 P. H. Schonemann, “A generalized solution of the orthogonal Procrustes
problem”, Psychometrika 31, pp. 1-10, 1966

As every LED can be individually controlled from the main
system, we can easily generate salient visual features. Due to
the close characteristics of our small size LED (1x1mm, 120
degree visual angle) to a point light source, those features
will be close to circular in visual space.

This final image (BOu ) is then fed to a constrained
(maxArea = 500, minArea = 1) blob detector. When the
current LED u is visible, the blob detector should return
only one blob (0) with the blob point (pt) coordinates v c⃗u =
(x, y, 1)T approximately at the visual (v) LED’s center:
v

c⃗u = BlobDetector(BOu , maxArea, minArea)(0).pt (13)

If none or more than one blob is returned, the visual feature
is not available and excluded from the pose estimation.
3) Pose Estimation: The LED’s pixel (v c⃗u ) and relative 3D (os f⃗u ) coordinates are linked by the homogeneous
transformation v T os , between the camera and the skin patch
coordinate system, and the camera projection matrix A:
c⃗u = A ⋅ v T os ⋅ os f⃗u
⎡f
⎤
⎢ x 0 cx ⎥
⎢
⎥
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⎢
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Fig. 4. Since we can individually command each module’s LED, it is
possible to locate their individual visual position (black dot in the center,
according ID) in a camera frame. This result is a close-up (3.2x) of the skin
test patch, obtained with a 720HD standard web-cam from 30 cm distance.

2) Visual Localization: In order to identify and localize
(see Fig. 4) the visual features (LEDs) in the camera frame,
we actively control the LEDs on/off state and subtract
foreground from background frames. Here, we make use of
openCV3 for all image processing routines. Adding color
features, currently up to 7 basic native RGB combinations are
available, would allow to identify multiple LEDs at once and
thus reduce the localization time by a factor of 7 – e.g. to be
able to handle a complete skin patch pose estimation (N ≥ 6)
with a single foreground frame. However, the hue value
of LED blobs is strongly dependent on the viewing angle
and distance. It is such advisable to execute the first robust
mapping with only one LED (u) at a time. The foreground
(F Cu ) and background (BCu ) color images are captured in
close time vicinity to avoid large changes in the background.
The images are then converted to gray scale (F Gu and BGu )
and subtracted to calculate the local differences (Du ):
Du = F Gu − BGu

(11a)

Due to the bright LED dot, we found a blur in the pixel range
(size = 9x9, sigma = 2x2) and a 50% threshold effective. Setting a heuristic minimum value (e.g. minVal=40) will exclude
false detection when no LED is visible. This process can be
repeated and multiple (M) binary images can be multiplied
element wise, in order to form an overlay image (BOu ) that
excludes uncorrelated changes in the background:

3 openCV

Library, version 2.4.8

(14c)

Given a calibrated camera and N ≥ 6 independent corresponding points, the homogeneous transformation v T os can
be uniquely estimated [24]. Here, we utilize the openCV algorithm solvePnPRansac (iterationsCount=100, reprojectionError=8.0, minInliersCount=6) with the method CV EPNP4
to estimate this transformation if more than 6 corresponding
points are available for each skin patch.
D. Homogeneous Rigid Body Representation
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The difference image is then blurred and binary thresholded:
DBu = GaussianBlur(Du , size, sigma)
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Fig. 5. Estimation of the transformation (om T on ) between two patches,
by means of a camera pose estimation (v T on and v T om ). If the position
of one visible patch (m) is already memorized, a new patch (n) can be
attached to an existing homogeneous body representation (r).

Once we can estimate the transformations v T os , we
can represent all simultaneously visible skin patches in a
common visual (v) camera coordinate system. This already
allows us to combine local skin patch reconstructions of
those patches, as well as their related multi-modal tactile
stimuli, in a single homogeneous rigid body representation.
Due to occlusions, and a constrained view of the camera,
only a small set of skin patches will be visible at the same
4 F. Moreno-Noguer, V.Lepetit and P. Fua, “EPnP: Efficient Perspectiven-Point Camera Pose Estimation”, openCV 2.4.8

time. To be able to map the remaining skin patches, and
such an entire rigid body, we need to re-locate the camera.
In order not to loose all existing estimations, we must set a
common rigid body reference coordinate system (r). – e.g. to
identity (I 4 ) with the first utilized camera coordinates (v1 ):
r

T v1 = I 4

om

T on = r T om ⋅ om T on
v

−1 v

T on = ( T om )

v

(15)

New (n) patches can be added to this existing homogeneous
body representation (r), when they are simultaneously visible
(see Fig. 5) with at least one known patch in memory (m):
r

22.5 cm

⋅ T on

(16a)
(16b)

We can now estimate the relative position and orientation of
all modules applied on the same rigid body – e.g. a robotic
arm or a full sized humanoid robot in a (quasi-)static pose.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of our approach by comparing it to ground truth. All
visual tests have been performed with a calibrated (camera
matrix, un-distortion) MacBook Pro (Mid2012) web-cam
with a resolution of 1280x720 and M = 3 binary images.
A. Skin Patch 3D Reconstruction Quality
In [20] we already evaluated in detail the quality of our
3D skin patch reconstruction algorithm. We measured the
deviation of a reconstruction result from a known cylindrical
test shape. Utilizing the module origins as sample points,
we estimated a radius of rest = 49.80mm in comparison to a
ground truth of rreal = 50.1mm. The root mean square error of
this test was 1.6 mm. Additionally, we evaluated the closed
loop error on a strip of 8 modules, leading to a loop gap of
⃗ = 10.46mm for a total loop length of L = 222.28mm. Due
∣δ∣
to these results, we are confident that the common relative
reconstruction error is lower than 5%.
B. Single Skin Patch Pose Estimation Quality
In this subsection, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the pose estimation accuracy of a small skin patch. We
chose a dense setting of 7 modules as our default test shape,
due to its close to minimal (N ≥ 6) number of modules,
its compact shape and its quite common appearance as subset in larger patches. Larger patches are expected to perform
better than this test shape, e.g. due to a larger visual span and
highly redundant set of points (e.g. for outliers elimination).
1) Absolute Accuracy: Since the camera-object transformation is difficult to measure, we can only qualitatively
evaluate the returned estimation. For this test, we placed
the skin patch flat on the table approximately 600 mm mid
front of the laptop display, where the camera is integrated
at a hight of approximately 225 mm, put the display into
a vertical position and aligned the skin patch y coordinate
with the projection of the visual z-axis on the table (see
Fig. 6). The pose (v T o1 ) estimation algorithm returned a
translation of v t⃗o1 = (8.1, 193.4, 597.6)T mm and a rotation
vector of v r⃗o1 = (1.634, 0.015, −0.020)T radian. This is close

60 cm

T o1
z

(v)isual
origin

x

skin patch origin
y

Fig. 6. Test setup for the plausibility check of the absolute accuracy. The
picture approximately shows the local camera and skin patch coordinates.

to the expected 1.57 radian rotation around the e⃗x vector and
measured translation of (0, 225, 600)T mm. Those values are
coherent with the setup and strengthen our initial argument
that a manual calibration of reference frames is not feasible.
2) Relative Accuracy: In this experiment, we quantitatively evaluated the pose estimation quality. We therefore
executed precisely known relative transformations in 3D
space. For accurate translational displacements, we utilized
a high precision linear slider. For rotational displacements,
we utilized the last two rotatory joints of a UR-5 robotic
arm. In every test, the relative pose of the skin patch (in
respect to the camera) is independently estimated before
and after each motion. For translational motions we utilized
relative displacements of 20 mm and for rotational ones
0.175 rad, always approximately around/along the indicated
visual coordinate vectors. We then calculated the norm
of the relative motion from the difference between both
independently estimated skin patch poses. Multiple test have
been performed, with the skin patch flat or bent to the
surface of a cylinder (radius 40 mm) and at multiple initial
distances from the camera (≈0.6/1.0/1.4 m). With those tests,
we tried to challenge different parts of our system: a) the
monocular camera; b) the 3D reconstruction algorithm; and
c) the ‘solvePnP’ algorithm. The results in Table I indicate a
translational accuracy below 10 mm and a rotational accuracy
below 0.07 radian (4○ ), for tested camera to object distances
up to 1.4 m. This is a good result, for a monocular camera
system, as it is well known that motions along the optical
axis and at higher distances are prone to errors.
TABLE I
R ELATIVE M ARKER ACCURACY

camera distance
marker shape
translation(v e⃗z , 20 mm)
translation(v e⃗y , 20 mm)
rotation(v e⃗z , 0.175 rad)
rotation(v e⃗y , 0.175 rad)

relative estimation results
0.6 m
1.0 m
1.4
flat
bent
flat
bent
flat
19.53
17.66
23.02
25.95
26.18
19.88
19.73
19.67
19.84
21.66
0.172
0.178
0.145
0.106
-

m
bent
23.09
19.91
0.182
0.184

C. Large Patches & Partial Occlusion
Our algorithm can also handle larger patches and partial
occlusion. In Fig. 7, we show an occluded 23 modules patch,
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Fig. 7.
Camera frame and absolute 3D visualization of a shoe sole,
equipped with a skin patch of 23 tactile modules. Six of the modules in the
center are occluded by a business card.

placed on a shoe. In order to measure the worst case effect
of occlusion, we visually blocked the center module of our
default test patch, placed it on a cylinder (radius 40 mm)
in a distance of 1.0 m to the camera and shifted it 20 mm
along the visual axis v e⃗z . The estimation result of 25.68 mm
indicates that even minimal (N = 6) configurations will work.
D. Multi-Patch Pose Estimation Quality
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Fig. 8. Two unconnected patches of skin on a cylinder, separately 3D
reconstructed and joined into one body representation by our algorithm.

In order to evaluate the relative pose estimation quality
between two patches of skin, we put them physically next
to each other (see Fig. 8) on a cylinder (radius 50 mm) and
measured the displacement between the ideally linked port
vector pairs (refer to section II-B). In our experiment, putting
the cylinder 1.0 m in front of the camera, all three potential
link points (see Fig. 3) only had a distal mismatch ≤ 3 mm.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new approach to spatially
self-organize a modular artificial skin, into a homogeneous
3D body representation, by the means of adaptive optical
markers generated on the surface of individually 3D reconstructed skin patches. The approach was evaluated and
validated in a qualitative and quantitative way. The system
is accurate, robust, does not require a-priori knowledge and
is sufficiently fast for real world application (≤1.5s per
cell). Common errors in visual systems (e.g. occlusion) are
compensated using the multi-modal property of our system.
We are currently evaluating the approach on a fully covered
robot arm, proofing the scalability of our concept.
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